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Abstract 
Negotiating on the price of a product or service is a daily activity in Gaza city, 
however, due to the nature of these transactions domestically it is impossible for a seller to 
offer similar discounts as haggling is not a common practice, but they can do it for a large 
number of buyers in one time deal. The online group buying discount system (OGBDS) is an 
E-commerce system built on ASP.NET technology. OGBDS operates based on a principle 
called collective buying power, which means trying to get the largest possible number of 
buyers to purchase the product or service with a high discount rate in a limited time. The idea 
originated from the hard economy in Gaza and the belief that technology can help solve this 
issue. In our web application, we combined e-commerce with traditional thinking in trade in 
the Gaza Strip to provide a simple pre-paid card to charge customers’ accounts. In addition, 
we're providing payment by PayPal compatible system so our project can keep pace with the 
revolution of technology. We used modified waterfall methodology in order to develop this 
project in addition to creating a responsive design interface that will allow the application to 
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List of abbreviations and definitions 
 
OGBDS: Online Group Buying Discount System. 
Collective Buying Power: Attempt to get the largest possible number of buyers to purchase 
product/service with high discount rate in a limited time. 
Deal page: A page that contains the details of deals such as name, price (before & after), 
minimum number of buyers and image. 
Discount: A deduction from the original cost of product/service. 
Customer: A person who bids for a deal. 
Seller: A person who owns a shop and can offer discount deals. 
Administrator:  A manager who manages all functions in the system and has a man-in-the-
middle role. 
UML: Unified Modeling Language. 
CSS: Cascading style sheets. 
ANTS: Advanced .Net Testing Systems. 
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1 Chapter 1: Introduction  
1.1 Introduction 
Due to the rapid growth of Internet use in recent years, it has become a common source 
for data transformation and service delivery.  It has been reported by statista.com that more 
than 1.12 billion people in the world shopped online in 2014. 
As a modern marketing approach, online and Internet shopping contributes many benefits.  
The Internet allows users to shop for different goods and services from around the world.  
Internet users can view products of different categories, such as digital and physical items.   
Online shopping or e-shopping is a form of electronic commerce which allows consumers to 
directly buy goods or services from a seller over the Internet using a web browser. Alternative 
names are: e-web-store, e-shop, e-store, Internet shop, web-shop, web-store, online store, 
online storefront and virtual store. An online shop evokes the physical analogy of buying 
products or services at a bricks-and-mortar retailer or shopping center; the process is called 
business-to-consumer (B2C) online shopping. In the case where a business buys from another 
business, the process is called business-to-business (B2B) online shopping.[1] 
Online marketing is an interactive tool that can be used between marketers and the public at 
large.  Internet marketing enables one to open business around the clock without worrying 
about store opening hours or overtime payments for staff. 
Deal-of-the-day (also called flash sales or one deal a day) is an ecommerce business model in 
which a website offers a single product for sale for a period of 24 to 36 hours. Potential 
customers register as members of the deal-a-day websites and receive online offers and 
invitations by email or social networks. 
The deal-of-the-day concept gained popularity with the launching of Woot.com in July 2004, 
although Woot itself was a modified version of earlier dot-com bubble sites such as Bid. By 
late 2006, the deal-of-the-day industry had greatly expanded to over 100 deal-a-day sites.  
In November 2008, Groupon entered the market and became the second fastest online 
company to reach a billion-dollar valuation. 
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Other online businesses, including Facebook, tested their own daily deal sites, withdrawing 
them after they proved unsuccessful. However, the rise of social networks, such as Facebook 
and Myspace, has accelerated the growth of daily deals sites, allowing popular deals to spread 
virally. [2] 
OGBDS is an online marketing website that enables sellers to indirectly market their products 
and services, offering discounts for customers to increase the sales.  These discounts will be 
offered on different products and services, depending mainly on the power of collective 
buying (a type of deal-of-the-day).  This will help sellers to add new sales channels and 
minimize marketing costs. 
Collective Buying Power: Attempt to get the largest possible number of buyers to purchase 
product/service with high discount rate in a limited time. 
 
1.2 Problem statement 
Many customers in the Gaza Strip always look for discounts on prices and negotiate 
sellers before they purchase a product or service.  They always want the lowest possible price 
on a product due to the bad economic situation in the strip and the rise in prices.  On the other 
side, sellers want to sell their products or services and make profit, yet, in many cases, they 
should lower the prices as the economic situation is bad in the Gaza Strip.  Sellers use the 
advantage of discounts to market for their product or service and thus attract more customers 
to purchase their product or service.  They use traditional marketing approaches to announce 
discounts and campaigns like media advertisements, papers, posters and other traditional 
marketing methods that are costly.  Several sellers recently began to use social media to 
announce their discounts and campaigns.  Accordingly, it would be better for both customers 
and sellers to work through an organized and well-known channel to meet each other; this 




The use of traditional marketing approaches entails high costs.  Additionally, it does not reach 
all the targeted customers as the number of people is highly increasing in the Gaza Strip.  In 
this project we are trying to find solutions for these problems: 
How to find an accepted and easy way for sellers to offer deals and for customers with the 
lowest marketing costs and reaching the highest number of the targeted customers? 
How to enable sellers to indirectly market their product and services? 
How to enable customers to find the best available deals that meet their expectations? 
How to develop an online system that meets the needs of sellers and customers to have an 
online channel to offer deals? 
 
1.3 Motivation and Importance 
1.3.1 From customer perspective: 
OGBDS will enable customers to track most of the available discount deals and save 
their time in searching for discounts, as the details about deals will be available on the website.   
 
1.3.2 From seller perspective:  
Sellers will be able to directly market their products or services with the lowest 
marketing costs, and will be enabled to increase their sales by taking advantage of the power 
of collective buying.  Also, sellers will reap the advantage of attracting new customers to reach 
the needed number of customers for each deal, which means that the customer will participate 









OGBDS is an online marketing system that will enable sellers to indirectly market their 
products and services, offering discounts for customers to increase the sales 24/7.  The 
seller/buyer simply requires Internet connection and a computer device to log in to the 
OGBDS online system.  The seller will be enabled to predefine the minimum and maximum 
number of customers of each deal and specify the deadline for each deal.  The project will 
enable sellers to add new sales channels and minimize the marketing costs. 
 
1.4 Characteristics  
 Online system using ASP.NET and SQL Server for database.  
 The product will be designed using responsive design to align with mobile devices. 
 Using Prepaid Credit Card System or Paypal service to buy deals. 
 OGBDS plays the role of mediator between seller and customer and doesn’t involve in 
the process of delivering products or services; Admin earn his commission from every 
deal added by seller.  
 
1.5 Vision & Mission   
To be the customers’ first choice in online marketing deals and the best web application 
that understands its customers’ needs and satisfies them. We will make this happen by 
providing the most qualified services. The mission statement for the OGBDS is to provide the best 
online channels for deals for sellers and customers by creating effective, efficient, and acceptable deals 





1.6 Goals and Objectives  
 Benefit the merchants as they can enjoy a larger customer base. 
 Turning a problem into an opportunity, with reference to the discount market. 
 Customers benefiting because they can get better deals than usual as merchants can 
start introducing discounts exclusively for OGBDS 
 Increasing ease for customers as they can find all discounts available at one 
centralized location 
1.7 Contribution  
 OGBDS differs from other websites because of the fact that this website aims to 
open up a new channel of sales for the producers and not just provide discounts 
 OGBDS aims at breaking the monopoly that certain producers enjoy as opposed to 
competitor websites which only aim to act as middlemen in the discount market  
 Business Market needs one place for discounts to facilitate searching for good 
deals in the targeted market. 
 OGBDS boosts the culture of online marketing in Gaza  
 OGBDS saves time & money for both sellers and buyers by setting a unique 
channel for discount deals. 
 
1.8 Conclusion 
OGBDS is an e-marketing system that works on a principle called "Collective buying 
power ". It's a place for discount deals that sellers offer, buyers purchase, and where 
administrator earn from the commission. OGBDS can be used on any platform as it 





Chapter 2: Literature 
review 
 COLLECTIVE BUYING POWER BUSINESS MODEL 





2 Chapter 2: Literature review 
2.1 Introduction 
This chapter clarifies the business model, related work in international e-marketing 
systems and compare between them and OGBDS 
2.2 Collective buying power model - Advantages 
- Source of Revenue  
- Low cost for opening the business 
- Surge of business. An immediate increase in customers will result as OGBDS users 
take advantage of the deal. 
- Increased visibility and immediate relationship building. The ultimate benefit of this 
model is advertising. OGBDS will introduce the business to an entirely new set of 
customers.  
- Extra inventory can be moved quickly. Whether needed to sell tickets to an event, or 
have a large inventory of products that needed to move, this model can solve this 
problem immediately. 
2.3 Advantages for sellers 
- Increase the percentage of selling and spread greatly (viral Selling) 
- Flexible marketing channel 
- Revenue up front (when the sales increasing, the revenue and profit will increase) 







2.4 Advantages for customer 
- Discounts 
- Explore new deals and connections 
2.5 Collective buying power model - Disadvantages 
- Can’t guarantee customers will come back after using the discount. 
- Unidentified price & service quality from merchants may hurt the reputation of the 
web provider. 
- Can’t handle the flood of voucher. 
- Hire more employees – the massive influx of new customers as a result of the 
acceptance of the offer indicates that you probably have to hire additional staff to 
handle the increased workload. This requires to create and pay for job interviews 
facilities and train new workers. All additional costs will need to be taken into 
account.[17] 
2.6 Related Works 
In this section, we'll define some of projects system that is related to OGBDS, show the 
advantages and disadvantages for each of them and summarize the main features in a table. 
2.6.1 Groupon 
Groupon (Group + Coupon) is a deal-of-the-day website that features discounted gift 
certificates usable at local or national companies. Groupon was launched in November 2008, 
and the first market for Groupon was Chicago, followed soon thereafter by Boston, New York 
City, and Toronto. By October 2010 Groupon served more than 150 markets in North America 
and 100 markets in Europe, Asia and South America and had 35 million registered users. 
Groupon is a special type of coupon website that offers group deals to a group of consumers. 
Groupons attempts to tap into the power of collective purchasing by offering a substantial 
discount, such as half off, to a group of people if they will buy a particular product or service. 
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Many restaurants and other retailers use groupon in an effort to lure groups of customers into 
their establishments.[3] 
Advantages of Groupon 
1- Split the country into cities and every city manager can control the deals within his 
limited area 
2- Accept credit card as a payment method 
3- Has an affiliate system 
4- Has ratting system 
Disadvantages of Groupon 
1- Generated discount code has an expired date. 
2- Doesn't have wallet system 
3- Can't recharge buyer account by prepaid card 
4- Doesn't show the minimum number of buyer 
 
2.6.2 Livingsocial 
LivingSocial is an online marketplace that allows people to buy and share deals on the 
best things to do in their cities. Deals include favorite restaurants, spas, sporting events, hotels 
and other local attractions in major cities. The company also offers deals on vacations around 
the world, called Escapes. 
LivingSocial has an extensive user base of more than 40 million, and is headquartered in 
Washington, D.C. To date, they have sold over 205 million vouchers. 
LivingSocial was founded as Hungry Machine in 2007 by four employees from Revolution 
Health Group. The company's first major application was their Visual Bookshelf application 
on Facebook, which allowed users to catalog and share their favorite books with friends. Later, 
the company released PickYourFive and other Polls applications, making LivingSocial the 
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number one application developer on Facebook as measured by page views. After acquiring 
BuyYourFriendADrink.com in 2009, LivingSocial launched a daily deals website, which since 
has become its highest grossing venture to date.[4] 
Advantages of living social 
1- Accept credit card as a payment method 
2- Offer free deal if 3 different buyers invited by one buyer. 
Disadvantages of living social 
1- Generated discount code has an expired date. 
2- Doesn't have wallet system 
3- Can't recharge buyer account by prepaid card 
Table 2-1 OGBDS vs. Related work 
Features OGBDS Groupon Livingsocial 
Recharge by prepaid 
card 
   
Recharge by PayPal    
Show the minimum 
number of buyers in a 
deal 
   
Wallet System    
Life time coupon expired    
Rating system    
Referral / Affiliate 
System 




Recharge by prepaid card: The buyer can reload his account by buying a prepaid card from 
local markets. 
Recharge by PayPal: The buyer can reload his account by using his international paypal 
account that linked to Visa, Master, AMEX or Discovery card. 
Show the minimum number of buyers in a deal: The buyer will know exactly how many 
buyers should bid on the deal to activate it, so this increases the sharing between friends. 
Wallet System: A buyer can recharge his account and use the credit later for bidding deals. 
Life time coupon expired:  The coupon has no expire date, customer can use it any time. In 
competitor system, if buyer didn't redeem the coupon within a limited time, he will lose its 
value and there will be no refund. 
Rating system: A buyer can rate the deal after receiving the product/service. 
Referral / Affiliate System: Every buyer will have a unique URL used for inviting their 
friends to sign up; if someone signs up and purchases a product/service, then the buyer will 
earn 1$. 
2.7 Conclusion 
          OGBDS will be built based on the Collective buying power model, which has its 
advantages and disadvantages. There are similar systems such as Groupon, Livingsocial and 










Chapter 3: Project 
Methodology 
 Modified Waterfall Methodology ( Definition and phases ) 
 Gant chart 
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3 Chapter 3: Project Methodology 
3.1 Introduction 
This chapter will describe the methodology that applied in the OGBDS, defining and 
clarifying its phases and its advantages vs. disadvantages. 
3.2 Modified Waterfall Methodology 
The modified waterfall model is a sequential design process, used in software 
development processes, in which progress is seen as flowing steadily downwards (like a 
waterfall) through the phases of Conception, Initiation, Analysis, Design, Construction, 
Testing, Production/Implementation and Maintenance. 
The modified waterfall development model originates in the manufacturing and construction 
industries; highly structured physical environments in which after-the-fact changes are 
prohibitively costly, if not impossible. Since no formal software development methodologies 
existed at the time, this hardware-oriented model was simply adapted for software 
development. 
The first known presentation describing use of similar phases in software engineering was held 
by Herbert D. Benington at Symposium on advanced programming methods for digital 
computers on 29 June 1956. This presentation was about the development of software for 
SAGE. In 1983, the paper was republished with a foreword by Benington, pointing out that the 
process was not in fact performed in a strict top-down fashion, but depended on a prototype. 
The first formal description of the modified waterfall model is often cited as a 1970 article by 
Winston W. Royce, although Royce did not use the term "waterfall" in that article. Royce 
presented this model as an example of a flawed, non-working model. This, in fact, is how the 
term is generally used in writing about software development—to describe a critical view of a 





Figure 3-1Waterfall phases 
3.3 Reasons & Advantages for choosing Waterfall model 
The advantage of waterfall development is that it allows for departmentalization and 
control. A schedule can be set with deadlines for each stage of development, and a product can 
proceed through the development process model phases one by one. 
Development moves from concept, through design, implementation, testing, installation, 
troubleshooting, and ends up at operation and maintenance. Each phase of development 
proceeds in strict order. [6] 
 Simple and easy to understand and use. 
 Works well for projects where requirements are very well understood. 
 Easy to manage due to the rigidity of the model, each phase has specific deliverables 
and a review process. 
 Phases are processed and completed one at a time. 
 Clearly defined stages. 
 Well-understood milestones. 
 Easy to arrange tasks. 













3.4 Disadvantages of Waterfall model 
The disadvantage of waterfall development is that it does not allow for much reflection or 
revision. Once an application is in the testing stage, it is very difficult to go back and change 
something that was not well-documented or thought upon in the concept stage. [6] 
 No working software is produced until late during the life cycle. 
 Poor model for long and ongoing projects. 
 Not suitable for the projects where requirements are at a moderate to high risk of 
changing. So risk and uncertainty is high with this process model. 
 It is difficult to measure progress within stages. 
 Cannot accommodate changing requirements. 
 Adjusting scope during the life cycle can end a project. 
 Integration is done as a "big-bang” at the very end, which doesn't allow for identifying 
any technological or business bottlenecks or challenges in early phases. 
 
3.5 Modified waterfall Phases 
3.5.1 Requirement Gathering and analysis  
All possible requirements of the system to be developed are captured in this phase and 
documented.[7] 
These requirements has been split into functional and non-functional requirement which were 
documented in chapter 4. In addition we have asked 4 stakeholders some basic questions by a 








3.5.2 System Design  
We have designed the Unified Modeling Language (UML) diagrams for the system in 
chapter 4 and sketching the interface before starting the implementation phase in chapter 5. 
3.5.3 Implementation  
With inputs from system design, the system is first developed in small programs called 
units, which are integrated in the next phase. Each unit is developed and tested for its 
functionality, which is referred to as Unit Testing. 
The details of implementation tools and how we use them, is documented in chapter 5. 
3.5.4 Integration and Testing 
All the units developed in the implementation phase are integrated into a system after 
the testing of each unit. Post-integration, the entire system is tested for any faults and failures. 
3.5.5 Deployment of system 
Once the functional and non-functional testing is done, the product is deployed in the 
customer environment or released into the market. 
3.5.6 Maintenance 
There are some issues that come up in the client environment. To fix those issues, 
patches are released. Also, to enhance the product some better versions are released. 
Maintenance is performed to deliver these changes in the customer environment. 
3.5.7 Returning Points 
We have returned from Integration and system testing to implementation and unit testing 





3.6 Gant Chart 
A Gantt chart is a type of bar chart, developed by Henry Gantt in the 1910s, that 
illustrates a project schedule. Gantt charts illustrate the start and finish dates of the terminal 
elements and summary elements of a project.[8] 
  





Figure 3-3Project Gant Chart 
 
3.7 Conclusion  
      We introduce the project methodology which is modified waterfall and define its 
phases and what we did in each phase, including its advantages and disadvantages. 

















 FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS  
 NON-FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS 
 REQUIREMETS ANALYSIS ( UML ) 




4 Chapter 4: Software Requirement Specifications and 
Analysis 
4.1 Introduction: 
This section will define the functional and non-functional requirements by Unified 
Modelling Language (UML), which is a general-purpose modeling language in the field of 
software engineering designed to provide a standard way to visualize the design of a system. 
4.2 Functional Requirements: 
Statements of services the system should provide, how the system should react to 
particular inputs, and how the system should behave in particular situations. 
4.2.1 Registration Management 
The system allows sellers and buyers to sign and login to the system 
- The system must validate the user's input during sing up process, such as e-mail 
address, password strength and English characters. 
- The system must validate the user’s login, so the user can enter valid username and 
password to login to the system.   
- The user can restore his username and password by entering his registered e-mail. 
4.2.2 Deal Management 
Seller and administrator can do the following operations for deals with their 
associated details: 
- Add new deal 
- Edit/delete existing deal 
- Activate / Deactivate deal 
Administrator must accept the deal when it is added through the seller. 
Buyer can search for deals by name or city. 
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4.2.3 Bidding Management 
Bidding: Reserve a location from a limited availability for getting benefit if the account 
has a sufficient budget for a deal.  
- Buyer can bid for different deal if his credit is sufficient. 
- Buyer can see the minimum number of buyers. 
- Buyer can see the generated serial coupon. 
- Seller can update the status of the generated coupon serial to “used”. 
4.2.4 System Management 
- Administrator can edit/delete/search users (buyer, seller). 
- Administrator can edit/delete/search deals. 
4.2.5 User Management 
a. Buyer profile 
Buyer can edit his basic information profile such as password, mobile and 
address 
b. Seller profile 
Seller can edit his company information such as password, phone and address 
 
4.3 Non-Functional Requirements: 
Specifies criteria that can be used to judge the operation of a system, rather than specific 
behaviors. This should be contrasted with functional requirements that define specific 







4.3.1 Hardware Requirements 
The system has to be hosted in a dedicated or high performance shared server to serve at least 
100000 customers at the same time. 
Shared Server Specifications that host the website: 
8x  AMD Opteron-6274 16Core (Processor) 
1x  Super Micro AS -2122TG-HTRF (Chassis, Motherboard, Heatsinks) 
16x  8 GB DDR3-1600 ECC / REG (Memory) 
12x  Western Digital Velociraptor- WD1500BLFS (Hard Drives) 
8x  OCZ Daneva II's 240GB (SSD Drives)  
4x  LSI 9285-8e or 9280-8e depending on availability (Sata Controller)  
4x  LSIBBU09 (Controller Battery)  
4.3.2 Safety and Security Requirements 
 Sensitive Data such as Password is encrypted by MD5 in the Database System. 
 The system shall automatically log out all customers after a period of inactivity. 
 The system shall not leave any cookies on the customer’s computer containing the 
user’s password. 
 The system shall not leave any cookies on the customer’s computer containing any of 
the user’s confidential information. 
 The system’s back-end servers shall never display a customer’s password. The 
customer’s password may be reset by the manager. 








4.3.3 Software Quality Attributes 
4.3.3.1 Maintainability  
Any updates or defect fixes shall be able to be made on server-side computers only 
without any patches required by the user. 
4.3.3.2 Portability  
The system is based on ASP.NET/C#. So the end-user part is fully portable and any 
system using any web browser should be able to use the features of the system, including any 
hardware platform that is available.  
An end-user can use this system on any OS  
The system shall run on PC, Laptops, and PDA etc.  
4.3.3.3 Usability 
The system will be easy to use by simplifying the interface with a responsive design to 
accurate all devices (laptop, smartphones). 
4.3.3.4 Reliability  
 
- The system provides storage of all databases on redundant computers with automatic backup.  
- The system has to provide accurate information about each deal (deal name, seller provider, 
price (before& after). 
4.3.3.5 Availability  
The system should be available at all times, meaning the user can access it using a web 
browser, only restricted by the down time of the server on which the system runs. Also, in case 
of a hardware failure or database corruption, backups of the database should be retrieved from 
the server and saved by the administrator. Then the service will be restarted. This means 







4.4 Application Perspective 
The system will use a database and webserver that can be accessed by any web browser 
on any platform with Internet connection. The buyers who can use this application are 
registered users that have usernames and passwords. After registering, buyers can edit profile 
details, bids, and see the generated discount serial. The seller can add their offer deals after 
registering and being approved by the administrator. 
 
4.5 Requirements Analysis 
In this section, we use the modeling system “UML diagrams”, based on requirements 
analysis through meetings and user stories, to describe the functions and processes that the 
system must perform. 
4.5.1 Use of case diagrams 
A use case diagram is a graphic depiction of the interactions among the elements of a 
system. A use case is a methodology used in system analysis to identify, clarify, and organize 
system requirements. 
OGBDS system has three main actors including (Buyer, Seller and Administrator), which have 












4.5.2 Use case List 
Table 4-1 Use case list 
Use Cases List 
U1 Register U20 Manage companies 
U2 Login U21 Update companies 
U3 Edit profile U22 Delete companies 
U4 Manage deals U23 View user list 
U5 Add deal U24 Log out 
U6 Edit deal U25 View list companies  
U7 Approve deal U26 Add category 
U8 Delete deal U27 Search by name 
U9 Manage Buyers U28 Add cards 
U10 View past deals  U29 View buyers 
U11 View list deals U30 Manage Buyers Coupon 
U12 Add Credit U31 Browse index 
U13 Buyer deals U32 View results 
U14 Bidding U33 Browse by category 
U15 Calculate profit U34 View list of Cards 
U16 Look for deals U35 Delete Cards 
U17 Search by city U36 View  Category list 
U18 Update buyers U37 Edit Category 
U19 Delete buyers U38 Pay by prepaid card 





4.5.3 Users Classes and Characteristics 
The system includes different types of clients which every actor have different features  





Type  System actor  
Role Description This use case shows the main and full functions allowed 
for administrator actor that control all the website 
functions and permissions and how every function deals 
with others by include and extend relation. 
Actor Goals  Managing users, deals ,companies, cards, and category  
Use Cases Manage buyers, view user list, update buyers, delete 
users, manage deals, view list deals, update deals, Delete 
deals, add cards, view buyers, manage companies, view 
list companies, update companies, delete companies and 
add category 
Table 4-2 Admin user Description 
Seller 
Type  System actor  
Role Description This use case shows the main allowed functions for 
Seller/Company actor and how every function deals with 
others by include and extend relation. 
Actor Goals  Add new deals, search for deals, manage buyers, edit 
deals, and view list of deals 
Use Cases Manage deals, manage buyers coupon, view list deals, 
add deal, update deal, edit deal, delete deal, login, 
logout, edit profile and search for deals 
Table 4-3 Seller user Description 
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            Buyer 
Type  System actor  
Role Description This use case shows the main allowed functions for the 
Buyer actor and how every function deals with others by 
include and extend relation. 
Actor Goals  Search for new deals, bidding in a new deal and Add 
credit 
Use Cases Buyer deals, Add credit, View past deals, Bidding, 
Search for deals, Search by category, Search by name, 
Login, Logout, Registration, and Edit profile 
Table 4-4 Buyer user Description 
               
 
4.5.4 Use case Diagram 
A use case diagram is a static description of some way in which the system is 
used. 
This diagram shows how the system use cases are related to each other and how the 
actors can get at them. 






























Figure 4-1Full usecase 
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4.5.5 Activity diagrams 
Activity diagrams are graphical representations of workflows of stepwise activities and 
actions. 
An activity is a methodology used in system analysis to identify, clarify, and organize 
workflow processes in the system. 
OGBDS system has eight main activities that include (Buyer, Seller , Add Deal, Login, 
Signup, Search, Deal management and Profile management), which have many different 
















4.5.5.1 Buyer activity 
This activity shows the main allowed functions for Buyer actor such that (signup, sign 
in, add credit, bid) as shown in the figure 4.5 . 
 
Figure 4-2Buyer Activities 
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4.5.5.2 Login activity 
This activity shows the actors, and how they can login to the system as shown in figure 
4.7 
 







4.5.5.3 Signup activity 
This activity shows the actors, and how they can Sign up to the system, as shown in figure 4.8. 
 








4.5.5.4 Search activity 
This activity shows the actors, and how they can search on the system as shown in figure 4.9. 
 





4.5.5.5 Add Deal activity 
This activity shows the Seller actor and how he can Add new items or deals as shown in figure 
4.10. 
 






4.5.5.6 Deal management activity 
This activity shows the Seller actor, and how he can manage deals as shown in figure 4.11. 
 
Figure 4-7 Deal management activity 
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4.5.5.7 Profile management activity 
This activity shows the actors, and how can they deal with this operating as shown in figure 
4.12. 
 






4.5.6 Sequence diagrams 
A Sequence diagram is an interaction diagram that shows how processes operate with 
one another and in what order. 
A sequence diagram shows object interactions arranged in time sequence. It depicts the 
objects and classes involved in the scenario and the sequence of messages exchanged between 
the objects needed to carry out the functionality of the scenario. 
OGBDS system has seven main operations including (Add items, Bidding, Login, 
Registration, Search, Deal management and Profile management), which have many different 
processes to run the whole system. 
 
4.5.6.1 Add deal  
This operation shows the seller actor and how he can add new items as shown in figure 4.13.  
 
Figure 4-9 Add deal sequence 
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4.5.6.2 Bidding  
This operation shows the Buyer actor, and how he can deal with the system and buy new items 
as shown in figure 4.14. 
 









4.5.6.3 Login  
This operation shows the actors and how they login to the system as shown in figure 4.15. 
 











Figure 4-12 Registeration sequence 
4.5.6.4 Registration  











4.5.6.5 Search  















Figure 4-14 Deal Management sequence 
4.5.6.6 Deal management  












Figure 4-15 Profile management 
4.5.6.7 Profile management  











4.6 User Interface sketches 
 























Figure 4-20 Edit profile 
 
4.7 Conclusion 
We define the functional and non-functional requirements for the OGBDS following 
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5 Chapter 5: Design and Implementation 
 
5.1 Introduction 
This chapter is concerned with Implementation tools which used in the project and 
design stage activities such as System Architecture, the entity relationship diagram, database 
details and users' interface. 
 
5.2 System Architecture 
A system architecture is the conceptual model that defines the structure, behavior, and 
more views of a system. An architecture description is a formal description and representation 
of a system, organized in a way that supports reasoning about the structures and behaviors of 
the system. [9] 
A system architecture can comprise of system components, the externally visible properties of 
those components, and the relationships (e.g. the behavior) between them. It can provide a 
plan from which products can be procured, and systems developed, that will work together to 










OGBDS is using Client / Server Architecture Style: which is described in the following table: 
Table 5-1 System Architecture details 
Description Clients are remote processors that request and receive services from a 
centralized server. It is a distributed application structure used to 
demarcate between the providers of a service (server) and requesters 
(clients). They usually communicate over a network and may or may 




Figure 5-1 Design Diagram 
Components Clients – ( Seller, buyer and admin )  
Server – which will host the aspx, cs, image files and database 
Relation- 
Ships 
The clients and server are connected over a network. 
The client requests a service from the server. 
The server provides service to multiple clients. 
Pros The pros are that the client-server networks afford you the ability to 
create a centralized location for all of your files. The advantages of 
having a place to store files are numerous. The client machines 
(desktop computers, laptops, etc.) all get to stay clean, as there is no 
need to bog them down with files. This ultimately enhances the 
experience with clients.  
Cons Its con is that all files are in one location, which means that if the 
server goes down, you lose everything simultaneously.  
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5.3 Software and tools 
We will use the following software and tools in our application: 
- Visual Studio 2013 
- SQL Server 2012 
- ASP.NET  
- C# Language 
- Java Script 
- JQuery 
- CSS  
- E-draw 
- MS Project 2013 
5.3.1 Visual Studio 2013 
It is an integrated development environment (IDE) from Microsoft. we used it to 
develop the c# code and graphical user interface for the web applications. 
In addition, we use it to integrate two testing tools that has been documented in chapter 6. 
5.3.2 SQL Server 2012 
Microsoft SQL Server is a relational database server, developed by Microsoft: it is a 
software which we use it to store and retrieve data as requested by the web application that 
developed by visual studio. 
5.3.3 ASP.NET  
ASP.NET is an open source server-side web application framework, developed by 
Microsoft. 





5.3.4 C# Language 
C# is an event-driven, fully object-oriented, visual programming language in which 
programs are created using an Integrated Development Environment (IDE) which is Visual 
studio in this project. [10] 
5.3.5 Java Script 
JavaScript is a scripting language developed initially by Netscape, but having the 
capability to be used on all known browsers. It is an interpreted language that can be used both 
on the client and server side as a scripting language.  
We use it to interact with the HTML elements, validate user input, and manage settings, such 
as the color and background color of different controls on a form.[11] 
5.3.6 JQuery 
JQuery is a new kind of JavaScript Library.  JQuery is a fast and concise JavaScript 
Library that simplifies HTML document traversing, event handling, animating, and Ajax 
interactions for rapid web development. JQuery is designed to change the way that you write 
JavaScript.  Write less and do more.[12] 
5.3.7 CSS 
Cascading style sheets (CSS) is a language used for describing the look and formatting 
of document written in markup language. 
We use it in responsive web design which is an approach to web design aimed at crafting sites 
to provide an optimal viewing experience—easy reading and navigation with a minimum of 
resizing, panning, and scrolling—across a wide range of devices (from desktop computer 







5.3.8 E-draw Max 
E-draw Max is a 2D business technical diagramming software which help create 
activity, sequence, class Diagram and much more in UML field; it gives users a Visio-like, 
professional quality diagramming tool. 
5.3.9 Microsoft Project 2013 
 Microsoft Project is a project management software program developed and sold by 
Microsoft, which is designed to assist a project manager in developing a plan, assigning 
resources to tasks, tracking progress, managing the budget, and analyzing workloads. 
We use it to manage the phases and building the gant chart in chapter 3. 
5.4 Class Diagram 
Class diagram is a type of static structure diagram that describes the structure of a 
system by showing the system's classes, their attributes, operations (or methods), and the 
relationships among objects. 
The class diagram of the system shows in figure 5-2; the documentation of the class 




































5.5 SQL Diagram  
By using the existing tool for creating diagram in SQL server 2012 that shows the tables 
and relationships between the tables. 
 



















5.6 Database Tables 
5.6.1 Users 
Table 5-3 Database tables - users 
Name of the table Users 
Table description This table will handle the user information for the 3 types of 
actors 
 (buyer, seller and admin) 
Attribute  Type Examples of values 
Userid Int 1 
Username varchar(50) Ahmed 
Password varchar(50) A123456 
Phone varchar(20) 0599321123 
Email varchar(255) Name@outlook.com 
Credit Money 1000.00 
user_type varchar(50) Admin or Buyer or Seller 
credit_hold Money 100.00 
Address varchar(1000) Sheikh Ejleen 
Name varchar(255) Ahmed 
Active int 1 or 0 










Table 5-4 Database tables - deal 
Name of the table Deal 
Table description This table will handle the information for the deal 
Attribute  Type Examples of values 
deal_id Int 1 
deal_name varchar(255) Computer 
category_id Int 2 
City varchar(255) Gaza 
start_date Datetime 2015-02-22 00:00:00.000 
end_date Datetime 2015-02-25 00:00:00.000 
min_buyers Int 10 
max_buyers Int 20 
previous_price Money 500 
new_price Money 250 
Description Text Awesome product 
Approved Int 1 or 0 
image_file varchar(255) lap201502241428110.jpg 
seller_id Int 3 
admin_perc Int 5 
Deleted Int 0 or 1 







Table 5-5 Database tables - cards 
Name of the table Cards 
Table description This table will handle the information for the local card that the 
admin will add it and buyer will redeem it. 
Attribute  Type Examples of values 
card_id Int 1 
card_code varchar(50) 0126F6C9A31A98E0198E 
card_value Money 100.0000 
card_redeemed int 1 or 0 
Primary Key card_id 
5.6.4 Bid 
 
Table 5-6 Database tables - bids 
Name of the table Bid 
Table description This table will handle the information for the bidding process 
when buyer start doing it. 
Attribute  Type Examples of values 
bid_id Int 1 
deal_id Int 1 
coupon_code varchar(10) ADE3236D3B 
Date date 2015-02-24 
buyer_id Int 2 
Redeemed int 1 or 0 




Table 5-7 Database tables - category 
Name of the table Category 
Table description This table will handle the information for the categories that will 
cover the deals. 
Attribute  Type Examples of values 
category_id Int 1 
category_name varchar(255) Computer 





5.7 Graphical User Interface (GUI) 
 

















Figure 5-7Add prepaid card 
 



















We start by introducing the system architecture which is used in the project, followed 
by the software and tools which are used in the implementation phase; we then identify 
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6 Testing, Evaluation and Future work 
6.1 Introduction 
Software testing is more than just error detection; Testing software is operating the 
software under controlled conditions to (1) verify that it behaves “as specified”; (2) to detect 
errors, and (3) to validate that what has been specified is what the user actually wanted.  
Software testing is an investigation conducted to provide stakeholders with information about 
the quality of the product or service under test. Software testing can also provide an objective, 
independent view of the software to allow the business to appreciate and understand the risks 
of software implementation. Test techniques include, but are not limited to, the process of 
executing a program or application with the intent of finding software bugs (errors or other 
defects). 
Verification is the checking or testing of items, including software, for conformance and 
consistency by evaluating the results against pre-specified requirements. [Verification: Are we 
building the system right?]  
 
Error Detection: Testing should intentionally attempt to make things go wrong to determine if 
things happen when they shouldn’t, or if things don’t happen when they should.  
 
Validation looks at the system correctness – i.e. is the process of checking that what has been 
specified is what the user actually wanted. [Validation: Are we building the right system?]  
 
In other words, validation checks to see if we are building what the customer wants/needs, and 
verification checks to see if we are building that system correctly. Both verification and 
validation are necessary, but different components of any testing activity.  
 
The definition of testing according to the ANSI/IEEE 1059 standard is that testing is the 
process of analyzing a software item to detect the differences between existing and required 




6.2 Purpose of testing 
“There are two fundamental purposes of testing: verifying procurement specifications 
and managing risks. First, testing is about verifying that what was specified is what was 
delivered: it verifies that the product (system) meets the functional, performance, design, and 
implementation requirements identified in the procurement specifications. Second, testing is 
about managing risk for both the acquiring agency and the system’s 
vendor/developer/Integrator. The testing program is used to identify when the work has been 
“completed” so that the contract can be closed, the vendor paid, and the system shifted by the 
agency into the warranty and maintenance phase of the project.” 
 
6.3 Importance of testing 
1. Software testing is really required to point out the defects and errors that were made 
during the development phases. 
2. It’s essential since it makes sure of the Customer’s reliability and their satisfaction in the 
application. 
3. It is very important to ensure the quality of the product.  A quality product delivered to 
customers helps in gaining their confidence. 
4. Testing is necessary in order to provide facilities to the customers such as the delivery of 
high-quality products or software applications, which requires lower maintenance costs 
and hence results in more accurate, consistent and reliable results. 
5. Testing is required for an effective performance of software applications or products. 
6. It’s important to ensure that the application should not result in any failures because it 
can be very expensive in the future or in the later stages of the development. 




6.4 Testing Tools 
The testing has been done by 2 main group of testing which are Performance and memory 
profilers and HTTP traffic and client tools. 
1- Performance and memory profilers 
a. ANTS Performance Profiler 
i. Profiler is an application profiler for .NET desktop, ASP.NET, and 
ASP.NET MVC applications. 
ii. We got a free license by using our university email (Educational 
license) 
iii. It finds performance bottlenecks fast by profiling both the .NET code 
and the data access layer. 
iv. Getting rich performance data, right-down to line-level timings and 
expensive database queries. 
b. dotTrace Performance and Memory profiler 
i. We got a free license by using our university email (Educational 
license) 
ii. Providing a set of profiling modes ranging from sampling to line-by-
line. 
iii. Profiling of local and remote .NET applications. 
iv. Saving program execution data collected during profiling in the form of 
a performance snapshot. 
v. Folding and filtering to get irrelevant data off a snapshot 
c. IIS Express   







2- HTTP traffic and client tools 
a. Firebug 
Firebug is a free and open-source web browser extension for Mozilla Firefox 
that facilitates the live debugging, editing, and monitoring of any website's 
CSS, HTML, DOM, XHR, and JavaScript. 
6.5 Checklist OGBDS Testing 
This checklist used to check the following aspects for the project: 
- Functional Testing 
- Usability Testing 
- Database Testing 
- Interface Testing 
- Security Testing 
 
6.5.1 Functional Testing 










 Test the numeric fields should not accept the alphabets 
and proper error message should display. 
Y/N Y 
1.3  Test for negative numbers if allowed for numeric fields. Y/N Y 
1.4 








































 Test the pop up message ("This field is limited to 500 
characters") should display if the data reaches the 
maximum size of the field. 
Y/N N 
1.7 
 Test that a confirmation message should display for 
update and delete operations. 
Y/N Y 
1.8  Test all input fields for special characters. Y/N Y 
1.9  Test the timeout functionality. Y/N Y 
1.10  Test the sorting functionality. Y/N Y 
1.11  Test the functionality of the buttons available. Y/N Y 
1.12  Test all the uploaded documents are opened/view 
properly. 
Y/N Y 
1.13  Test the java script is properly working in different 
browsers. 
Y/N Y 
1.14  Test to see what happens if a user deletes cookies while in 
the site.  
Y/N Y 
1.15  Test to see what happens if a user deletes cookies after 
visiting a site.  
Y/N Y 










1.17  Test Does the link takes you to the page it said it would? Y/N Y 
1.19  Test Are all referenced web sites or email addresses 
hyperlinked? 
Y/N Y 
1.20  Test all the mandatory fields should be validated. Y/N Y 
1.21  Does entered data is saved to the database and value gets 
saved fully to the database. 
Y/N Y 
1.22  Does numbers of days & months validated & do not cause 
errors/miscalculations? 
Y/N Y 
1.23  Does Lowest and highest values are handled correctly? Y/N Y 
1.24  Does numeric fields with a blank in position are 
processed? 
Y/N N 












6.5.2 Usability Testing 






 Web page content should be correct without any spelling 
or grammatical errors. 
Y/N Y 
2.2  All fonts should be same as per the requirements. Y/N Y 
2.3  All the text should be properly aligned. Y/N Y 
2.4 
 All the error messages should be correct without any 
spelling or grammatical errors and the error message 
should match with the field label. 
Y/N Y 
2.5  Tool tip text should be there for every field.  Y/N N 
2.6  All the fields should be properly aligned. Y/N Y 
2.7 
 Enough space should be provided between field labels, 
columns, rows, and error messages. 
Y/N Y 
2.8  All the buttons should be in a standard format and size. Y/N Y 
2.9  Home link should be there on every single page. *** Y/N Y 
2.10  Check for broken links and images. Y/N Y 
2.11 
 Confirmation message should be displayed for any kind of 
update and delete operation. 
Y/N Y 
2.12  Check the site on different resolutions (640 x 480, 
600x800 etc.?) 
Y/N Y 
2.13  Check the end user can run the system without frustration. Y/N Y 
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2.14  If there is an error message on submit, the information 
filled by the user should be there.  
Y/N Y 
2.15  Title should display on each web page Y/N Y 
2.16  Check if the dropdown data is not truncated due to the 
field size. 
Y/N Y 
2.17  Verify the fonts are usable on any of the browsers. Y/N Y 
2.18  Is Java Code/Scripts usable by the browsers under test? Y/N Y 
2.19  Are the field backgrounds the correct color? Y/N Y 
2.20  Are the screen and field colors adjusted correctly for non-
editable mode? 
Y/N Y 
2.21  Does the site use (approximately) standard link colors? Y/N Y 
2.22  Are all the buttons are in standard format and size? Y/N Y 
2.23  Is the general screen background the correct color? Y/N Y 










6.5.3 Database Testing 






Verify the database name: The database name should 
match with the specifications. 
Y/N Y 
3.2 
 Verify the Tables, columns, column types and defaults: 
All things should match with the specifications. 
Y/N Y 
3.3  Verify whether the column allows a null or not. Y/N Y 
3.4  Verify the Primary and foreign key of each table. Y/N Y 
3.5 
 Verify the parameter names, types and number of 
parameters. 
Y/N Y 
3.6  Test the parameters if they are required or not. Y/N Y 
3.7  Test the stored procedure by writing simple SQL queries. Y/N Y 
3.8  Verify the behavior of each flag in the table. Y/N Y 
3.9  Verify the data gets properly saved into the database after 
the each page submission. 
Y/N Y 
3.10  Verify the data if the DML (Update, delete and insert) 
operations are performed. 
Y/N Y 
3.11  Check the length of every field: The field length in the 
back end and front end must be same. 
Y/N Y 
3.12  Verify the database size. Also test the response time of 










3.13  Verify the data displayed on the front end and make sure 
it is same in the back end. 
Y/N Y 




6.5.4 Interface Testing 






Verify that communication is done correctly, web server-
application server, application server- database server 
Compatibility of server software, hardware, network 
connections. 
Y/N Y 
4.2 Have all supported browsers been tested? Y/N Y 
4.3 
If the site uses plug-ins, can the site still be used without 
them? 
Y/N Y 
4.4 Can users use copy/paste functionality? Y/N Y 
4.5 Does copy/paste functionality allowed in the system Y/N Y 
4.6 
If the system does crash, are the re-start and recovery 










4.7 Recovery mechanisms efficient and reliable? Y/N Y 
4.8 If we leave the site in the middle of a task does it cancel? Y/N Y 
4.9 




6.5.5 Security Testing 






Verify the web page that contains important data like 
password submitted via HTTPS (SSL).  
Y/N N 
5.2 
Verify password rules are implemented on all 




Verify if the password is changed the user should not be 
able to login with the old password. 
Y/N Y 
5.4 




Verify if the user is logged out from the system or user 
session was expired, the user should not be able to 










Verify to access the secured and non-secured web pages 
directly without login. 
Y/N Y 
5.7 
Verify the “View Source code” option is disabled and 
should not be visible to the user. 
Y/N Y 
5.8 
Verify the user account gets locked out if the user is 
entering the wrong password several times. 
Y/N N 
5.9 Verify the cookies should not store passwords. Y/N Y 
5.10 
Verify if, any functionality is not working, the system 
should not display any application, server, or database 
information. Instead, it should display the custom error 
page. 
Y/N Y 
5.11 Verify the SQL injection attacks. Y/N Y 
5.12 Verify the user roles and their rights. For Example The 
buyer should not be able to access the admin page. 
Y/N Y 
5.13 Verify the session values are in an encrypted format in the 
address bar. 
Y/N Y 








6.6 Documented Test Results 
1- dotTrace Performance and Memory profiler 
we have tested the performance for (registering new buyer account – login- redeeming 
card – biding-logout) : The performance is excellent, this sequence process takes 1 
minute without delay or bug presented. 
 







2- ANTS Performance Profiler 
By ANTS we have tested the performance of using the files of the system and SQL 
sequence process for editing deal process; the results was excellent performance and 
the SQL sequence works smoothly without SQL issues. 
 





Figure 6-3File I/O Testing performance by ANTS Performance Profiler 
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3- IIS express 
By the internal IIS express we've tested the performance of the CPU (central 
processing unit) for adding new deal process; the result shows that for adding new 
deal, it will consume 18% of the cpu in 91 seconds. 
 















By this tool we have tested the http requests and the total weight of the main index page; it 
shows the total weight is 1125.0K for 53 http requests and the split of the weight is shown in 
the figure 6.6  
 
Figure 6-5 Yslow testing 
4- Compatibility browser 
OGBDS tested with Chrome, Firefox and Internet explorer with different devices such 
as (laptop, mobile and tablet) , it works efficiently as we used responsive design 
5- Functionality Testing 
All functions in the application, database connection, forms used to enter data for 
submitting, editing, getting or deleting information from users were tested. 
6- Button check 
All buttons doing actions checked in the application. 
7-  Database Testing 
Data consistency is very important. Data integrity and errors while editing, deleting, 
modifying the forms or do any DB related functionality were checked for. And all the 
database queries were checked to be executing correctly, data is retrieved correctly and 
also updated correctly. 
8- Content Checking 
Content is logic and easy to understand. The spelling errors were checked and 





The programmatically implemented software module is tested for the correct output. 
Bugs and errors are removed at this phase. In the process of testing, a series of tests 
and test cases are performed to check the module for bugs, faults, and other errors. 
Erroneous codes are written and tested again until desired output is achieved. The 
system can be maintained when needed or required as such:  
1- A new functionality is added.  
2- The software models change.  
3- Software must be updated to run on improved software.” 
6.8 Future works 
- Sending discount code to buyers mobile via SMS by using API that provided by SMS 
Companies such as ALTARIQ & MTC SMS. 
- Accept payment via international credit card. 
- Adding new actor ( City Manager ) to allow him to manage seller within a limited area 
- Creating android and IOS app that shows the latest deal for buyers and bidding easily. 
- Add Rating system 
- Add Referral / Affiliate System 
6.9 Conclusion 
We start by identifying what is the testing and its importance, followed by the testing 
tools which are used in testing and evaluation the web application; we then fill out the testing 
checklist and document the results. Finally we introduce the future work that can be done in 









Conclusion of the project 
We have built a system that solves problems related to seller and buyer needs. Seller 
need to sell most of their stock with a good revenue in a short time, while buyers need the 
cheapest price for a quality product/service. Our system comes with a modern tech. solution 
that applies to these needs. The payment system has been split into 2 approaches (modern and 
traditional); we integrate a PayPal sandbox developer system with our system and use a local 
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1- Use case diagrams 
 
































2- Use cases details 
U1: Register 
Table 6-12 Usecase details - Register 
Register 
Relation  
Actor Seller, Buyer 
Description Add new account to the system 
Pre-Conditions Open homepage 
Post-Conditions Save user data and open login page 
(Success registration) 
Normal Path 1- Open homepage 
2- Click on signup button 
3- Enter user data 
4- Save 













Table 6-2 Usecase details - Login 
Login 
Relation Extend by U3-U38 
Actor Admin, buyer, seller  
Description Login to the web application 
Pre-Conditions Open homepage 
Post-Conditions User successfully logged in to system 
Normal Path 1- Actor will open the web 
application 
2- He will click on login button 
3- He will enter his username and 
password 
The main page will present 










U3: Edit profile 
 
Table 6-3 Usecase details - Edit profile 
Edit Profile 
Relation Extends U2,Extend by U12 
Actor Seller, Buyer 
Description Edit User data (email, password, phone) 
Pre-Conditions U2:Login 
Post-Conditions Show message saying changes has been 
done 
Normal Path 1- Login 
2- Click on edit profile button 
3- Add new data 
4- Save 
Abnormal Path Show error messages on Edit Text 
related to error in the event of errors in 
the input like email address not matches 









U4: Manage Deals 
  
Table 6-4 Usecase details - Manage deals 
Manage Deals 
Relation Extends U2,Extend by U30, U5, U6, 
U7, U8 and U29, included by U11 
Actor Seller, Admin 
Description Manage deals such as (add, edit, delete) 
deal 
Pre-Conditions U2:Login 
Post-Conditions Show message saying changes has been 
done. 
Normal Path 1- Login 
2- Choose deal 
3- Click on manage deal button 
4- Add/edit/delete deal 
5- Save 
Abnormal Path Show error messages says this page not 








U5: Add Deal 
 
Table 6-5 Usecase details - Add deal 
Add Deal 
Relation Extends U2, U11, U4 
Actor Seller 
Description Add new deals 
Pre-Conditions U2:Login 
U11:view list deals 
U4:Manage deals 
Post-Conditions Show message saying add new deal has 
been done and waiting for admin to 
approve it. 
Normal Path 1- Login 
2- Click on add deal button 
3- Write deal description 
4- Add  
Abnormal Path Show error messages on Edit Text 
related to error in the event of errors in 








U6: Edit Deal 
 
Table 6-6 Usecase details - Edit deal 
Edit Deal 
Relation Extends U2, U11, U4  
Actor Seller, Admin 
Description Edit deals such as ( delete, modify) deal 
Pre-Conditions U2:Login 
U11:View list deals 
U4:Manage deals 
The deal was added before 
Post-Conditions Show message saying edit deal has been 
done. 
Normal Path 1- Login 
2- Click on edit deal button 
3- Edit new deal data 
4-  Save 
Abnormal Path Show error messages says this page not 







U7: Approve deal 
 
Table 6-7 Usecase details - Approve deal 
Approve deal 
Relation Extends U2, U4 ,U11 
Actor Admin 
Description When the seller add deal, the admin 
accept the deal or cancel it 
Pre-Conditions U2:Login  
U4:Manage deals 
U11:View list deals 
Post-Conditions The admin accept/reject the deal 
Show message saying changes has been 
done. 
Normal Path 1- Login  
2- Click on admin panel 
3- Select deal and click on 
approve/deny deals button 








U8: Delete Deal 
 
Table 6-8 Usecase details - Delete deal 
Delete Deal 
Relation Extends U2, U11, U4 
Actor Seller, Admin 
Description Delete deal 
Pre-Conditions U2:Login  
U4:Manage deals 
U11:View list deals 
The deal was added before 
Post-Conditions Show message saying delete deal has 
been done. 
Normal Path 1- Login 
2- Click on view lost deals button 
3- Click on delete deal button 
4- Save 
Abnormal Path Show error messages says this page not 








U9: Manage Buyers 
 
Table 6-9 Usecase details - Manage buyers 
Manage Buyers 
Relation Extends U2, included by 23 
Actor Admin 
Description Manage buyers  
Pre-Conditions U2:Login 
Post-Conditions  Show message saying changes has been 
done. 
Normal Path 1- Login 
2- Click on admin panel 
3- Select buyer and click edit 
4- Save 
Abnormal Path Show error messages says this page not 










U10: View past deals  
  
Table 6-10Usecase details - View past deals 
View Past Deals 
Relation Extends U2, U13 
Actor Buyer 
Description Show list of past deals 
Pre-Conditions U2:Login 
U13:Buyer deals 
Post-Conditions Open page and show list of past deals 
Normal Path 1- login 
2- click on buyer profile 












U11: View list Deals 
 
Table 6-11 Usecase details - View list deals 
View list Deals 
Relation Extends U2, includes U4, extended by 
U7, U30, U8, U6, U29, U5, U38 
Actor Admin, Seller 
Description Show list of current deals 
Pre-Conditions U2:Login 
U4:Manage deals 
Post-Conditions Show list of current deals 
Normal Path 1- login 
2- click on view list deals button 












U12: Add credit 
 
Table 6-12 Usecase details - Add credit 
 Add credit 
Relation Extends U2, U3, Extended by U38,U39 
Actor Buyer 
Description Add new balance in buyer account 
Pre-Conditions U2:Login 
U3:Edit profile 
Post-Conditions Show message says add new balance 
has been done 
Normal Path 1- login 
2- click on add credit button 
3- save 
Abnormal Path Show error messages says this credit not 
available or Please enter the correct 









U13: Buyer Deals 
 
Table 6-13 Usecase details - Buyer deals 
Buyer Deals 
Relation Extends U2, extend by U10, U14, U15, 
U32 
Actor Buyer 
Description Show current buyers deals 
Pre-Conditions U2:Login 
Post-Conditions Show list of current deals 
Normal Path 1- login 
2- click on buyer deals button 















Table 6-14 Usecase details - Bidding 
Bidding 
Relation Extends U2, U13,  Extend by U38,U39 
Actor Buyer 
Description Buy new item 
Pre-Conditions U2:Login 
U13:Buyer deals 
Post-Conditions Bidding successfully, see details of 
purchase such as number of the order 
and coupon code 
Normal Path 1- Login 
2- Choose the deal 
3- Click on the bidding button 
4- The system will verify if there 
enough credit 
5- System will present done if there 
was enough credit 








U15: Calculate profit 
 
Table 6-15 Usecase details - Calculate profit 
Calculate profit 
Relation Extends U2, U4 ,U11 
Actor Seller 
Description Calculate seller profit  
Pre-Conditions U2:Login  
U4:Manage deals 
U11:View list deals 
Post-Conditions Calculate profits to see if the seller win 
or lose 
Normal Path 1- Login  
2- Click on add deal 
3- Write the details of the deal 
4- Write the percentage of the profit 
for admin 









U16: Look For Deals  
 
Table 6-16 Usecase details - Look for deals 
Look For Deals 
Relation Extends U2,  Extend by U32 generated 
by U17, U27, U33, U31 
Actor Admin, Seller, Buyer 
Description Search for new deals 
Pre-Conditions Open homepage 
Post-Conditions View list deals 
Normal Path 1- Open homepage 
2- Click on search textbox 
3- Write search keyword  
4- Press enter / click on search 
button 
Abnormal Path The system will not display any results 










U17: Search by city  
 
Table 6-17 Usecase details -  Search for city 
Search by city 
Relation ExtendsU2, U16, Generates U16, 
Included by U32 
Actor Admin, Seller, Buyer 
Description Search for new deals by city 
Pre-Conditions Open homepage 
U16: Look for deal 
Post-Conditions View list of deals categorized by city 
Normal Path 1- Open homepage 
2- Click on search by city textbox 
3- Write city name 
4- Press enter / click on search 
button 
Abnormal Path The system will not display any results 









U18: Update Buyers  
 
Table 6-18 Usecase details - Update buyers 
Update Buyers 
Relation Extends U2, U23, includes U9 
Actor Admin 
Description Update the list of buyers on the system 
Pre-Conditions U2:Login 
U23:View user list 
Post-Conditions Show message says success update 
Normal Path 1- Login 
2- Click on admin panel 
3- Select buyer and click on edit 
4- Save changes 











U19: Delete Users  
 
Table 6-19 Usecase details - Delete users 
Delete Users 
Relation Extends U2, U23, includes U9 
Actor Admin 
Description Delete user 
Pre-Conditions U2:Login  
U23:View user list 
Post-Conditions Show message says the user deleted 
Normal Path 1- Login 
2- Click on manage buyers button 
3- Select buyer and Click on delete 
button 
 
Abnormal Path Show error messages says this page not 









U20: Manage Companies   
 
Table 6-20 Usecase details - Manage companies 
Manage Companies   
Relation Extends U2, Extend by U21, U22 
included by U25 
Actor Admin 
Description Update the list of companies on the 
system 
Pre-Conditions U2:Login 
Post-Conditions Show message saying changes has been 
done. 
Normal Path 1- Login 
2- Click on admin panel 
3- Select company and click on edit 
button. 
4- Write the modification  
5- Click save 
Abnormal Path Show error messages says this page not 








U21: Update Company   
 
Table 6-21 Usecase details - Update company 
Update Company  
Relation Extends U2, U25, U20 
Actor Admin 
Description Update the description of the company  
Pre-Conditions U2:Login 
U20:Manage companies 
U25:View list companies 
Post-Conditions Show message saying changes has been 
done. 
Normal Path 1- Login 
2- Click on manage companies 
button 
3- Click on update company 
4- Save  
Abnormal Path Show error messages says this page not 








U22: Delete Company   
 
Table 6-22 Usecase details - Delete company 
Delete Company  
Relation Extends U2, U25, U20 
Actor Admin 
Description delete company  
Pre-Conditions U2:Login 
U20:Manage companies 
U25:View list companies 
Post-Conditions Show message saying delete company 
has been done. 
Normal Path 1- Login 
2- Click on admin panel 
3- Select company and click on 
delete button. 
Abnormal Path Show error messages says this page not 









U23: View User List   
 
Table 6-23 Usecase details - View user list 
View User List   
Relation Extends U2, U9 ,extended by U18, U19 
Actor Admin 
Description View list of system users 
Pre-Conditions U2:Login  
U9:Manage buyers 
Post-Conditions View list of all users 
Normal Path 1- Login 
2- Click on view user list button 
Abnormal Path Show error messages says this page not 











U24: Logout   
 
Table 6-24 Usecase details - Logout 
Logout  
Relation Extends U2 
Actor Admin, Seller, Buyer 
Description Close user account 
Pre-Conditions U2:Login  
Post-Conditions Close user account and return to the 
homepage 
Normal Path 1- Login 
2- Click on logout button 












U25: View List Companies 
 
Table 6-25 Usecase details - View list companies 
View List Companies  
Relation Extends U2, includes U20, extended by 
U22, U21 
Actor Admin 
Description View list of system companies 
Pre-Conditions U2:Login  
Post-Conditions View list of all companies 
Normal Path 1- Login 
2- Click on admin panel 
3- Click on view list companies 
Abnormal Path Show error messages says this page not 











U26: Add Category 
 
Table 6-26 Usecase details - Add category 
Add Category  
Relation Extends U2, U36 
Actor Admin 
Description Add new category of items 
Pre-Conditions U2:Login  
U36:View category list 
Post-Conditions Add new category on the system 
Normal Path 1- Login  
2- Click on admin panel 
3- Click on add new category 
4- Write category name 
5- Click save 
Abnormal Path Show error messages says this page not 









U27: Search by name 
 
Table 6-27 Usecase details - Search by name 
Search by name 
Relation Extends U2, U16, Generates U16, 
Included by U32 
Actor Admin, Seller, Buyer 
Description Search for new deals by name 
Pre-Conditions Open homepage  
U16: Look for deal 
Post-Conditions See results based on entered keyword 
Normal Path 1- Open homepage 
2- Write search keyword 
3- Press enter 
Abnormal Path The system will not display any results 










U28: Add Cards 
 
Table A-28 Usecase details - Add cards 
Add Cards 
Relation Extends U2, U34 
Actor Admin 
Description Add new balance in Admin account 
Pre-Conditions U2:Login  
U34:View list of cards 
Post-Conditions Show message says add new balance 
has been done 
Normal Path 1- Login  
2- Click on admin panel 
3- Click on view list of cards button 
4- Click on add cards button 
5- Write the value of the card 
6- Click add 
Abnormal Path Show error messages says ' please write 








U29: View Buyers 
 
Table 6-29 Usecase details - View buyers 
View Buyers 
Relation Extends U2, U4, U11 
Actor Seller 
Description View list of system Buyers 
Pre-Conditions U2:Login 
U4:Manage deals 
U11: View list deals 
Post-Conditions View list of all Buyers 
Normal Path 1- Login  
2- Click on view list deals button 
3- Click on view buyers button 
Abnormal Path Show error messages says this page not 










U30: Manage Buyers Coupon 
 
Table 6-30 Usecase details - Manage buyers coupon 
Manage Buyers Coupon 
Relation Extends U2, U4, U11 
Actor Seller 
Description When buyer actor shows his discount 
coupon to seller actor, he will mark it as 
redeemed. 
Pre-Conditions U2:Login  
U4:Manage deals 
U11:View list deals 
Post-Conditions Show message saying changes has been 
done. 
Normal Path 1- Login  
2- Click on view list deals button 
3- Click on manage buyers button 
4- Update the status of the coupon 
Abnormal Path Show error messages says this page not 







U31: Browse Index 
 
Table 6-31 Usecase details - Browse index 
Browse Index 
Relation Extends U2, Generates U16,  Included 
by U32 
Actor Admin, Seller, Buyer 
Description Open the homepage 
Pre-Conditions Internet connection 
Post-Conditions Open homepage and view details 
Normal Path 1- Check the internet connection 
2- Open the web application 
Abnormal Path you can't open this page please try again 












U32: View results 
 
Table 6-32 Usecase details - View results 
View results 
Relation Extends U2, Includes U31, U33, U17, 
U27 
Actor Admin, Seller, Buyer 
Description View the result of search process  
Pre-Conditions Open homepage 
Post-Conditions See results based on entered keyword 
Normal Path 1- Open homepage 
2- Write search keyword 
3- View results based on entered 
keyword 
Abnormal Path The system will not display any results 











U33: Browse by Category 
Table 6-33 Usecase details - browse by category 
Browse by Category 
Relation Extends U2, Included by U32,Generates 
U16 
Actor Admin, Seller, Buyer 
Description View the result of search process by 
category 
Pre-Conditions Open homepage 
Post-Conditions See results based on entered keyword 
Normal Path 1- Open homepage 
2- Write search keyword 
Abnormal Path The system will not display any results 












U34: View list of Cards 
 
Table 6-34 Usecase details - View list of cards 
View list of Cards 
Relation Extends U2, Extend by U35, U28 
Actor Admin 
Description View list of cards 
Pre-Conditions U2:Login  
Post-Conditions Admin can make, edit, delete, and print 
cards 
Normal Path 1- Login  
2- Click on admin panel 
3- Click on view list of cards button 












U35: Delete Cards 
Table 6-35 Usecase details - Delete cards 
Delete cards 
Relation Extends U2, U34 
Actor Admin 
Description Delete cards 
Pre-Conditions U2:Login  
U34:View list of cards 
Post-Conditions View list of cards and delete selected 
cards 
Normal Path 1- Login  
2- Click on admin panel 
3- Select a card 
4- Click on delete button 
Abnormal Path The system can't open this page or you 










U36: View category list 
 
Table 6-36 Usecase details - View category list 
View  Category list 
Relation Extends U2, extended by U26, U37 
Actor Admin 
Description View list of categories to (add, Edit) 
category 
Pre-Conditions U2:Login  
Post-Conditions Show message saying changes has been 
done. 
Normal Path 1- Login  
2- Click on admin panel 
3- Click on view category list 
Abnormal Path Show error messages says this page not 










U37: Edit Category 
 
Table 6-37 Usecase details - Edit category 
Edit Category 
Relation Extends U2, U36 
Actor Admin 
Description Edit category such as (change name, 
delete) 
Pre-Conditions U2:Login  
U36:View category list 
Post-Conditions Show message saying changes has been 
done. 
Normal Path 1- Login  
2- Click on view category list 
3- Click on edit category 
4- Write the modifitcation 
5- Save  









U38: Pay by prepaid card  
 
Table 6-38 Usecase details - Pay by prepaid card 
Pay by prepaid card 
Relation Extends U2, U3, U12 
Actor Buyer 
Description Recharge account by prepaid card 
Pre-Conditions U2:Login 
U3:Edit profile 
U12: Add credit 
Post-Conditions Recharged successfully, buyer can 
bidding on the available deals 
Normal Path 1- Login 
2- Click on edit profile button 
3- Write the number of the prepaid 
card 
4- Recharged successfully 
Abnormal Path Recharged failed as the number of 








U39: Pay by Paypal  
Table 6-39 Usecase details - Pay by paypal 
Pay Paypal 
Relation Extends U2, U3, U12 
Actor Buyer 
Description Recharge account by Paypal 
Pre-Conditions U2:Login 
U3:Edit profile 
U12: Add credit 
Post-Conditions Recharged successfully, buyer can 
bidding on the available deals 
Normal Path 1- Login 
2- Click on edit profile button 
3- Write the amount needed for 
recharging 
4- Click Pay Now 
5- The website will redirect to 
paypal to pay the amount 
6- System will redirect the buyer to 
his profile page and update his 
credit balance 
Abnormal Path Recharged failed as the number of 





3- Class Descriptions: 
Buyer: 
 
Table 6-40 Buyer-class diagram details 
Attributes Description  
Buyer_id(int) Unique id for each buyer, used for login and tracking. 
Username(string) The username of the buyer 
Password(string) Password for login 
Email(string) E-mail address of the buyer 
name(string) Name of customer 
Address(string) Address for shipping coupon/deal if need be dispatched 
Phone(int) Phone number of customer 
registration_status(boolean) Active or deactivate the buyer 
Credit(double) The credit for buyer after redeeming the card 
CreditHold(double) The credit in pending after bidding (it will release once the 
minimum number of buyer reached or when deal is expired) 
Operations Description  
Register() Signup to get new account for accessing the system services 
bid() Function used for bidding (buying) the deal and reserve a place 
login() Login to the system as buyer 
logout() Logout from the system 
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search_deal() Search for deals by name or city 
redeemCard() Redeem the card to recharge his account in order to bid 
PaybyPaypal() Paypal the amount entered in text field by third-party payment 























Table 6-41 Seller - class diagram details 
Attributes Description  
seller_id(int) Unique id for each seller, used for login and tracking. 
Username(string) The username of the seller 
Password(string) Password for login 
Email(string) E-mail address of the seller 
name(string) Name of company/shop 
Address(string) Address of company registered 
Phone(int) Phone number of customer 
Seller_profit(double) Profit of seller on sale of a deal 
registration_status(boolean) Active or deactivate the seller 
Operations Description  
createdeal() This method is used to create a new deal by a seller. 
removedeal () This method is used to remove an existing deal by a seller. 
editdeal () This method is used to edit an existing deal by a seller. 
Evaluate_profit() Evaluates the profit earned on sale of items. 
manageCoupon() Seller can mark the used discount coupon as redeemed. 
register() Signup to get new account for accessing the system services 
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search_deal() Search for deals by name or city 
login() Login to the system as seller 
logout() Logout from the system 
 
Admin: 
Table 6-42 Admin - class diagram details 
Attributes Description  
admin_id(int) Unique id for each admin, used for login and tracking. 
Username(string) The username of admin 
Password(string) Password for login 
Email(string) E-mail address of the admin 
name(string) Name of admin 
Admin_profit(double) Profit of admin on sale of a deal 
address Address of admin registered 
Operations Description  
confirmDeal() This method gives confirmation to a new deal created by any seller, 
only after the confirmation is received by admin, can the deal become 
open to buyers. 
denyDeal() Deny the deal that has been added by a seller 
manageRegistrationStatus Method used by admin to activate/deactivate user registration status. 
Evaluate_profit() Evaluates profit of admin  
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addCategory() Add new category 
editCustomer() This method enables editing user information whether the type is 
buyer or seller. 
addCard() Add new prepaid card ( adding a value ) and the method will generate 
a random and unique code, so buyer can use it to recharge their 
account 
login() Login to the system as admin 
logout() Logout from the system 
search_deal() Search for deals by name or city 
 
User: 
Table 6-43 User - class diagram details 
Attributes Description  
Email_id(string) Email id of customer 
Registration_status(double) Registration Status i.e. active/deactivate 
Operations Description  
searchdeal() Search for deals by name or city 
Login() Method used to login the website 
Logout() Method used to logout from the website 
Register() In case of new user, this method is used to register all the details 





Table 6-44 Deal - class diagram details 
Attributes Description  
Deal_id(int) Deal id of each deal irrespective of the seller 
Seller_id(string) Seller id of the deal owner. 
Deal_name(string) Name of the deal(Need not be unique) 
Start_date(date) Date of creation of deal 
End_date(date) Date of expiry of deal 
previousPrice(double) The previous price for the deal 
newPrice(double) The new price for the deal after discount 
minBuyer(int) The minimum number of buyer to active the deal 
maxBuyer(int) The maximum number of buyer can bid on the deal 
Description(string) The description of the deal 
Image(string) The source image location 
Status(boolean) The status of deal  
Operations Description  








Table 6-45 Bid - class diagram details 
Attributes Description  
bid_id(string) Bid Id of each particular bid made by buyers 
Buyer_id(string) Id of buyer for the bid 
Bidding_date(date) Date of bid made 
couponCode(string) The discount code that will appear for the buyer after reaching 
the minimum number of buyers 
noOfBidder(int) Number of bids made by buyers so far 
endBid(boolean) Marks the end of bidding 
Status(boolean) Status of the bid, active/inactive 
Operations Description  
validateBid() This method validates the bid i.e. if the noOfBidders>10, then the 
bid is in active else if it is <10 after the end_date of the deal, then 
the money of buyers will be refunded. 
validateEndBid() Once the noOfBidders becomes > 10, endBid becomes true, 










Table 6-46 Credit card - class diagram details 
Attributes Description  
Card_Id:int The id of the card 
Card_code:string Card code 
Card_value:double Balance available in the card 
redeem:boolean The status of the card whether its redeemed or not 
Operations Description  
validateCard() Method to validate if amount available on card is sufficient to 
buy a deal or not. 
 
Category 
Table 6-47 Category - class diagram details 
Attributes Description  
Category_id The id of the category 
categoryName The name of the category that will cover the deals 
Operations Description  
create() Create a new category 





4- Surveys - Forms 
we have used Google forms service to create and collect data for the three surveys 
a. Requirements Gathering Survey 
 
Figure 6-4 Survery - Requirements Gathering 
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b. Seller Survey – After using OGBDS 
 
Figure 6-5 Survey - Seller 
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c. Buyer Survey – After using OGBDS 
 
Figure A-6 Survey - Buyer 
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5- Survey - Results 
a. For form A, we have taken a response from 4 stakeholders which are Jammal 2000, 










Figure 6-7 Results for Survey A 
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b. For form B, we have taken a response from 1 stakeholder ( Life Maker – Sonaa Al-






Figure 6-8 Results for Survey B 
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Figure 6-9 Results for Survey C 
